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KEY DATA  

Rating  BUY 
Sector relative Neutral 
Price (INR) 2,588 
12 month price target (INR) 2,885 
Market cap (INR bn/USD bn) 123/1.7 
Free float/Foreign ownership (%) 51.7/11.5 
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 Growing its presence gradually 

We recently interacted with Mr. Hemant Jalan, MD, Indigo Paints 
(Indigo), to gain a perspective on the company’s prospects. Highlights: 
i) Following multiple price hikes, decorative players are largely covered 
for current cost inflation. ii) Kerala will suffer near-term impact due to 
high covid cases, but rainfall deficit is not really a concern in the state. 
iii) Indigo has ramped up operations in many non-metro cities; metro 

cities remain a long-term opportunity. iv) Differentiated products will 
continue to grow on the back of innovation. iv) Chip shortage has 
impacted the supply of tinting machines.  

We remain positive on Indigo’s ability to improve its presence across 
states. Maintain ‘BUY’ with a target price of INR2,885.  

FINANCIALS (INR mn) 

Year to March        FY21A FY22E FY23E FY24E 

Revenue 7,233 9,616 12,025 14,725 

EBITDA 1,225 1,779 2,405 3,166 

Adjusted profit 709 1,197 1,612 2,140 

Diluted EPS (INR) 14.9 25.2 33.9 45.0 

EPS growth (%) 42.0 68.9 34.8 32.7 

RoAE (%) 18.6 19.2 21.1 22.5 

P/E (x) 172.9 102.4 76.0 57.2 

EV/EBITDA (x) 97.9 67.1 49.7 37.1 

Dividend yield (%) 0 0 0 0 

PRICE PERFORMANCE 

 

 
 

 
Price hikes: High pricing power shines through 

All decorative paint players have taken multiple price hikes. The annual price hike 

for the Industry in our view is 6%. Due to this, all decorative players are largely 

covered for current cost inflation, and we expect a good sequential uptick in gross 

margins in H2FY22. 

Kerala market: Dulled by covid fallout 

The high number of covid cases in Kerala (30% of pan-India) continue to have 

significant impact as there have been localised lockdowns. The Onam festival in 

August proved to be a breather for the company as it brought back some mobility.  

Differentiated products: Sustained innovation funnel 

Contribution of differentiated products to revenue has increased from 26.7% in FY18 

to 29.5% in FY21. Indigo has been launching first-to-market products by engaging 

dealers and painters through its on-ground sales team. Differentiated products also 

command superior pricing and higher margins due to first-mover advantage. 

Mainstream products are also growing at strong double-digits. Management does 

not see issue of saturation for any category of differentiated products. 

 Explore: 

    
 

    

 

Outlook and valuation: To brighten in H2; maintain ‘BUY’ 

Indigo’s high innovation quotient makes it a quality play on India’s consumer 

discretionary segment. The innovation funnel is backed by: i) continued introduction 

of differentiated products to create a distinct market in the paints industry; and ii) 

building brand equity and creating an extensive distribution network. Hence, we 

expect the company to capture market share from smaller players, besides 

continuing to create niche segments.  

Meanwhile, the company’s advertisement spend as % of revenue should continue to 

come off from 10.7% of revenue currently (sector operates at 3–5%), which should 

aid operating margin going ahead. All in all, maintain ‘BUY’ with a target price of 

INR2,885. The key risk to our multiples could be the success of Grasim Paints.  
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Financial Statements    

 

Income Statement (INR mn) 
Year to March             FY21A FY22E FY23E FY24E 

Total operating income 7,233 9,616 12,025 14,725 

Gross profit 3,468 4,587 5,832 7,171 

Employee costs 483 606 746 854 

Other expenses 271 298 397 427 

EBITDA 1,225 1,779 2,405 3,166 

Depreciation 244 325 422 467 

Less: Interest expense 38 8 8 8 

Add: Other income 36 154 181 170 

Profit before tax 979 1,600 2,156 2,861 

Prov for tax 271 403 543 721 

Less: Other adj (13) (13) (13) (13) 

Reported profit 696 1,184 1,599 2,127 

Less: Excp.item (net) (13) (13) (13) (13) 

Adjusted profit 709 1,197 1,612 2,140 

Diluted shares o/s 48 48 48 48 

Adjusted diluted  EPS 14.9 25.2 33.9 45.0 

DPS (INR) 0 0 0 0 

Tax rate (%) 27.6 25.2 25.2 25.2 

Important Ratios (%) 
Year to March             FY21A FY22E FY23E FY24E 

Gross margin (%) 47.9 47.7 48.5 48.7 

Staff cost (% of rev) 6.7 6.3 6.2 5.8 

A&P as % of sales  10.7 9.8 9.3 8.9 

EBITDA margin (%) 16.9 18.5 20.0 21.5 

Net profit margin (%) 9.8 12.4 13.4 14.5 

Revenue growth (% YoY) 15.8 33.0 25.1 22.5 

EBITDA  growth (% YoY) 34.7 45.2 35.2 31.6 

Adj. profit growth (%) 48.2 68.9 34.8 32.7 

Assumptions (%) 
Year to March                  FY21A FY22E FY23E FY24E 

GDP (YoY %)  (8.0) 9.0 7.0 7.0 

Repo rate (%) 4.0 4.0 4.3 5.3 

USD/INR (average) 75.0 73.0 72.0 71.0 

Vol growth-Emulsions 8.7 40.0 25.0 20.0 

Vol growth-Primers 20.4 25.0 22.0 20.0 

Vol growth-Enamels 15.4 25.0 20.0 20.0 

Vol growth-Putty 19.6 30.0 25.0 25.0 

COGS % of consol rev 52.1 52.3 51.5 51.3 

Other exp (% of rev) 13.7 13.1 13.0 12.5 

Valuation Metrics 
Year to March            FY21A FY22E FY23E FY24E 

Diluted P/E (x) 172.9 102.4 76.0 57.2 

Price/BV (x) 21.7 17.9 14.5 11.6 

EV/EBITDA (x) 97.9 67.1 49.7 37.1 

Dividend yield (%) 0 0 0 0 

Source: Company and Edelweiss estimates 

Balance Sheet (INR mn) 
Year to March              FY21A FY22E FY23E FY24E 

Share capital 476 476 476 476 

Reserves 5,159 6,356 7,968 10,108 

Shareholders funds 5,635 6,831 8,444 10,584 

Minority interest 0 0 0 0 

Borrowings 0 0 0 0 

Trade payables 1,856 2,136 2,630 3,208 

Other liabs & prov 498 498 498 498 

Total liabilities 8,112 9,588 11,695 14,413 

Net block 2,183 2,582 4,245 4,230 

Intangible assets 310 311 312 313 

Capital WIP 31 31 31 31 

Total fixed assets 2,524 2,925 4,589 4,575 

Non current inv 0 0 0 0 

Cash/cash equivalent 2,583 3,121 2,909 4,957 

Sundry debtors 1,212 1,581 1,977 2,380 

Loans & advances 37 37 37 37 

Other assets 1,592 1,762 2,020 2,301 

Total assets 8,112 9,588 11,695 14,413 

Free Cash Flow (INR mn) 
Year to March                FY21A FY22E FY23E FY24E 

Reported profit 696 1,184 1,599 2,127 

Add: Depreciation 244 325 422 467 

Interest (net of tax) 38 8 8 8 

Others   263 262 375 564 

Less: Changes in WC 137 (258) (160) (107) 

Operating cash flow 1,214 1,118 1,702 2,338 

Less: Capex (660) (726) (2,087) (453) 

Free cash flow 553 392 (385) 1,885 

Key Ratios 
Year to March         FY21A FY22E FY23E FY24E 

RoE (%) 18.6 19.2 21.1 22.5 

RoCE (%) 25.4 25.8 28.3 30.2 

Inventory days  83 75 73 73 

Receivable days 57 53 54 54 

Payable days 157 145 140 141 

Working cap (% sales) 7.7 8.5 8.1 7.4 

Gross debt/equity (x) 0 0 0 0 

Net debt/equity (x) (0.5) (0.5) (0.3) (0.5) 

Interest coverage (x) 25.7 184.0 251.0 341.6 

Valuation Drivers 
Year to March              FY21A FY22E FY23E FY24E 

EPS growth (%) 42.0 68.9 34.8 32.7 

RoE (%) 18.6 19.2 21.1 22.5 

EBITDA growth (%) 34.7 45.2 35.2 31.6 

Payout ratio (%) 0 0 0 0 
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In conversation with Mr. Hemant Jalan, MD 

Industry has taken frequent price hikes recently 

All the decorative paints players have taken multiple price hikes. Annual price hike 

for Industry in our view is 6%. Due to this, all decorative players are largely covered 

for the current cost inflation, and we expect a good sequential improvement in gross 

margins in H2FY22.  

The industry was late in taking price hike this year. The first hike was in May; more 

hikes followed. But Indigo started raising prices back in November 2020. Presently, 

gross margin in water-based paints are comfortable for all the players, and there 

should be no major price hike.  

However, if the industry still takes a hike, Indigo would follow. Gross margins for the 

company in H2FY22 are likely to be back to pre-covid levels. We can expect small 

hike in the solvents space soon.  

Kerala sees significant covid impact, but reducing salience gradually 

The company is not concerned about the monsoon deficit in Kerala since the state 

generally receives excess rainfall and a deficit per se would not impact significantly. 

And agriculture activity in the state are more towards crops which are not very 

rainfall-dependant.  

Covid cases in the state though continue to be a cause for concern. The authority to 

impose restrictions has been delegated to wards in districts. This allows ward 

councillors to implement localised lockdowns, which are being enforced very strictly. 

All shops remain closed in the area during these lockdowns.  

August was relatively good though as the state opened up for the Onam festival, 

however, the state continues to face significant impact from covid. The state 

contributes roughly 30% to Indigo’s revenue, and its contribution has been reducing 

by 4–5% every year. This trend would continue as Indigo expands in other states.  

Growing presence gradually in major cities and across states 

As a relatively new entrant in the market, Indigo first focused on dealers in tier 3 and 

4 cities and rural areas, wherein brand penetration is easier and dealers have a 

greater ability to influence customer-purchase decisions. This helped the company 

engage with a larger base of dealers across tier 3 and 4 cities and rural areas, which 

the company subsequently leveraged to expand into larger cities and metros such 

as Kanpur, Kochi, Thiruvananthapuram, Patna and Ranchi.  

The company now has strong presence in Uttar Pradesh, Jharkhand, Bihar and 

southern states. Its presence in metro cities is less; however metro cities make up 

only 10% of the overall consumption of decorative paints. The big cities have a 

winner-takes-all market and usually goes to the market leader. It is difficult to break 

resistance easily and it is a more gradual process.  

Indigo is more focused on big non-metro cities such as Patna, Pune, Ahmedabad, 

Vijayawada and Mysore. And improvement in these cities over the past two years 

has been significant.  

As a matter of strategy, the company is looking at improving dealer presence and 

tinting machine count, which will ultimately contribute towards market share. 

Market share takes time to grow in these cities, however company will continue its 

efforts on improving presence every year strongly. The company believes having at 

least 70 dealers and 30 tinting machines marks relatively good presence in a city.  

 

Mr. Hemant Jalan 

MD, Indigo Paints 
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 Rising tinting machine count 

 

Source: Company 

 Dealer count on the rise 

 

Source: Company 

 Growth in active distribution/ dealer network by company 

Active dealer/distribution network FY18 FY20 CAGR (%) 

Asian Paints        53,000         70,000  14.9 

Berger Paints        25,000         30,000  10.0 

Kansai Nerolac        21,000         27,500  17.3 

Akzo Nobel        16,500         15,000  -4.7 

Indigo Paints           9,210         11,230  10.4 

Source: Company, Frost & Sullivan 
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 Indigo Paints’ differentiated products 

 

Source: Company 

Differentiated and premium products to sustain growth; no 

saturation in sight for any category 

Considering the oligopolistic nature of India’s paints market, Indigo needed a palette 

of differentiated value-added products to make a mark. To that end, the company 

was the first to introduce certain category-creator products, including Metallic 

Emulsions, Tile Coat Emulsions, Bright Ceiling Coat Emulsions and Floor Coat 

Emulsions in the decorative paints market in India.  

Differentiated products’ contribution has risen 1% every year for the last four years. 

The company views this positively since it does not mean that its normal brands are 

not seeing traction; instead, it helps build brand equity too. The trend also helps the 

gross margins as the company has more pricing power for these products.  

More launches will be made in differentiated products; Indigo does not see signs of 

saturation in any of these categories, and believes there is good room for growth for 

all differentiated products. The premium-end is growing faster than the economy 

segment of portfolio as the brand name improves. This is a welcome trend as it 

improves bottom line. We should see this trend continue for the next four–five 

years. 
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 Differentiated products’ portfolio 

Product 
Floor Coat 

Emulsion 

Bright Ceiling 

Coat 

Metallic 

Emulsion 
Tile Coat PU Super Gloss Enamel 

Dirtproof and Waterproof 

Exterior Laminate 

Exterior and Interior 

Acrylic Laminate 

Price/litre (INR) 490-510 340-380 700-720 400-440 280-320 530-570 640-680 

Features 

Abrasion resistant/ 

Superior Adhesion/ 

Anti-Alagal/ Soft 

Sheen/ Vibrant 

Colours/ 

Uniform finish/ 

High Brightness/ 

Easy to apply/      

No odour 

High Sheen/ 

Excellent glitter 

Strong water repellence/ 

Rich sheen finish/ Anti-

algal/ Superior 

Adhesion/Long-lasting 

performance 

Rich gloss polyurethane 

based enamel/ Non 

yellowing resin system/ 

Anti-fungal property/ 

Interior & exterior 

durable/ Superior hiding 

& coverage 

Dirt proof/ Water proof/ 

Good water vapour 

permeability/ High sheen/ 

UV ray protection/ Anti-

fungal & anti-algae 

protection/ Water and alkali 

resistance 

Rich sheen finish/ High 

stain resistance/ Anti-

fungal and Anti-algal/ 

Easy to clean 

Finish Semi-glossy Matt Semi-glossy Semi-glossy Gloss High sheen Semi-glossy 

Washability High Low High High High High High 

Area/Surfaces 

Concrete/ Terrace 

floor tiles/ Cement 

tiles affixed to 

driveways and 

walkways/ Paver 

blocks 

Interior ceiling/ 

Concrete/ 

Plastered walls 

Wood/Metallic

/Concrete 
Exterior roof tiles 

Wood and metal after 

appropriate priming 
Plastered walls 

Concrete, Brick and 

other masonry surface 

 

  

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Company 

Chip shortage impacts tinting machine supply 

Chip shortage has impacted the supply of tinting machines, which has been felt by 

all players in the market. There is no major impact on the cost of the tinting machine 

itself, but the impact is more on the supply time. The company currently needs 200 

tinting machines per month roughly, whereas suppliers are able to provide only 150 

machines per month. 

Two-year CAGR comparison more relevant for Q2FY22 and FY22 

Other players in the industry suffered a larger dip than Indigo in H1FY21. Indigo saw 

relatively lesser dip during first wave, partly due to the fact that it has more presence 

in tier 2 and 3 areas which saw lesser impact during the first covid wave. Over a two-

year basis, Indigo has outperformed Akzo, Nerolac and Berger. And though Asian 

Paints outdid Indigo over the two years, it took a hit on gross margins. Indigo 

believes, for the whole year, it can grow twice the industry on a two-year CAGR. 

Tinplate imports temporarily impacted but now resolved 

The entire paints industry felt the impact of import restrictions on tinplate/tin-free steel 

material, which is largely used to make cans. Restrictions called for importers to get 

their product certified by the BIS. However, this issue has been resolved as the parties 

concerned have got themselves registered. On the whole, the impact of this disruption 

will not significant for Q2FY22. 
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Company description 

Indigo started its operations in 2000 and now is the fastest growing amongst the top 

five paint companies in India. Indigo is the fifth-largest company in the Indian 

decorative paint industry in terms of company’s revenue from operations. Indigo 

manufactures a complete range of decorative paints including emulsions, enamels, 

wood coatings, distempers, primers, putties and cement paints. The company also 

identifies potential product needs from customers and introduce differentiated 

products to meet these requirements, and create a distinct market for its products. 

For instance, the company is the first company to manufacture and introduce certain 

differentiated products in the decorative paint market in India, which includes its 

Metallic Emulsions, Tile Coat Emulsions, Bright Ceiling Coat Emulsions, Floor Coat 

Emulsions, Dirtproof & Waterproof Exterior Laminate, Exterior and Interior Acrylic 

Laminate, and PU Super Gloss Enamel. These products are differentiated based on 

the end-use they cater to, as well as added properties that they possess. 

 

Investment theme 

As a relatively new entrant in the market, Indigo first focused on dealers in tier 3 and 

4 cities and rural areas, wherein brand penetration is easier and dealers have greater 

ability to influence customer purchase decisions. This helped the company engage 

with a larger base of dealers across tier 3 and 4 cities and rural areas. Indigo’s 

manufacturing facilities are strategically located in proximity to its raw material 

sources, which reduces inward freight costs and results in lower cost of raw material. 

This boosts gross margin. Considering the oligopolistic nature of the organised 

Indian paints market, Indigo needed differentiated value-added products to make a 

mark. The company was the first to introduce certain category-creator products and 

also value-added products such as Metallic Emulsions, Tile Coat Emulsions, Bright 

Ceiling Coat Emulsions and Floor Coat Emulsions. This helped the company set the 

pricing terms for such products and reap higher margins—due to first-mover 

advantage as well as niche nature of such products that attract less intense 

competition from large players. 

 

Key risks 

 Steep increase in competitive pressure 

 Input price volatility 

 Economic slowdown 
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Additional Data    

 

Management 

MD Mr. Hemant Jalan 

CFO Mr. Chetan Humane 

COO Mr. T Suresh Babu 

Exec. Director Mr. Narayan Kutty 

Auditor S R B C & CO LLP 
 

Holdings – Top 10* 
% Holding  % Holding 

Scii V 14.81 United Arab Emi 1.35 

Sequoia Capital 13.73 Gic Ltd 1.04 

Ashoka India Op 1.46 Sbi Fund Manage 0.91 

Smallcap- World 1.37 Nomura Holdings 0.40 

Capital Group C 1.37 Axis Asset Mana 0.23 

*Latest public data 

 

Recent Company Research 
Date Title Price Reco 

13-Aug-21 
Bold and bountiful; Initiating 
Coverage 

2422 Buy 

          

          

 

 

Recent Sector Research 
Date Name of Co./Sector Title 

23-Aug-21 United Spirits  
Liquor home delivery: A long shot;  
Company Update 

18-Aug-21 United Spirits  
Strong recovery underway;  
Company Update 

16-Aug-21 Asian Paints  
Strong volume recovery;  Company 
Update 

 

 

Rating Interpretation 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Edelweiss research 

Daily Volume 

 
Source: Bloomberg 

 

 

Rating Distribution: Edelweiss Research Coverage 

 Buy Hold Reduce Total 

Rating Distribution* 175 55 19 250 

 >50bn >10bn and <50bn <10bn Total 

Market Cap (INR)      223 40 3 266 

*1 stocks under review 

Rating Rationale 

Rating Expected absolute returns over 12 months 

Buy: >15% 

Hold: >15% and <-5% 

Reduce: <-5% 
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DISCLAIMER    
  
Edelweiss Securities Limited (“ESL” or “Research Entity”) is regulated by the Securities and Exchange Board of India (“SEBI”)  and is licensed to carry on the business of broking, Investment 
Adviser, Research Analyst and related activities.  

This Report has been prepared by Edelweiss Securities Limited in the capacity of a Research Analyst having SEBI Registration No.INH200000121 and distributed as per SEBI (Research Analysts) 
Regulations 2014. This report does not constitute an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument or as an official confirmation of any transaction. Securities as 
defined in clause (h) of section 2 of the Securities Contracts (Regulation) Act, 1956 includes Financial Instruments and Currency Derivatives. The information contained herein is from publicly 
available data or other sources believed to be reliable. This report is provided for assistance only and is not intended to be and must not alone be taken as the basis for an investment 
decision. The user assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. Each recipient of this report should make such investigation as it deems necessary to arrive at an independent 
evaluation of an investment in Securities referred to in this document (including the merits and risks involved), and should consult his own advisors to determine the merits and risks of such 
investment. The investment discussed or views expressed may not be suitable for all investors.  

This information is strictly confidential and is being furnished to you solely for your information. This information should not be reproduced or redistributed or passed on directly or indirectly 
in any form to any other person or published, copied, in whole or in part, for any purpose. This report is not directed or intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity who is a 
citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law, regulation or which 
would subject ESL and associates / group companies to any registration or licensing requirements within such jurisdiction. The distribution of this report in certain jurisdictions may be 
restricted by law, and persons in whose possession this report comes, should observe, any such restrictions. The information given in this report is as of the date of this report and there can 
be no assurance that future results or events will be consistent with this information. This information is subject to change without any prior notice. ESL reserves the right to make 
modifications and alterations to this statement as may be required from time to time. ESL or any of its associates / group companies shall not be in any way responsible for any loss or 
damage that may arise to any person from any inadvertent error in the information contained in this report. ESL is committed to providing independent and transparent recommendation 
to its clients. Neither ESL nor any of its associates, group companies, directors, employees, agents or representatives shall be liable for any damages whether direct, indirect, special or 
consequential including loss of revenue or lost profits that may arise from or in connection with the use of the information.  Our proprietary trading and investment businesses may make 
investment decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations expressed herein. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance .The disclosures of interest 
statements incorporated in this report are provided solely to enhance the transparency and should not be treated as endorsement of the views expressed in the report. The information 
provided in these reports remains, unless otherwise stated, the copyright of ESL. All layout, design, original artwork, concepts and other Intellectual Properties, remains the property and 
copyright of ESL and may not be used in any form or for any purpose whatsoever by any party without the express written permission of the copyright holders.  

ESL shall not be liable for any delay or any other interruption which may occur in presenting the data due to any reason including network (Internet) reasons or snags in the system, break 
down of the system or any other equipment, server breakdown, maintenance shutdown, breakdown of communication services or inability of the ESL to present the data. In no event shall 
ESL be liable for any damages, including without limitation direct or indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages, losses or expenses arising in connection with the data presented 
by the ESL through this report. 

We offer our research services to clients as well as our prospects. Though this report is disseminated to all the customers simultaneously, not all customers may receive this report at the 
same time. We will not treat recipients as customers by virtue of their receiving this report.  

ESL and its associates, officer, directors, and employees, research analyst (including relatives) worldwide may: (a) from time to time, have long or short positions in, and buy or sell the 

Securities, mentioned herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such Securities and earn brokerage or other compensation or act as a market maker in the financial 

instruments of the subject company/company(ies) discussed herein or act as advisor or lender/borrower to such company(ies) or have other potential/material conflict of interest with 

respect to any recommendation and related information and opinions at the time of publication of research report or at the time of public appearance. ESL may have proprietary long/short 

position in the above mentioned scrip(s) and therefore should be considered as interested. The views provided herein are general in nature and do not consider risk appetite or investment 

objective of any particular investor; readers are requested to take independent professional advice before investing. This should not be construed as invitation or solicitation to do business 

with ESL. 

ESL or its associates may have received compensation from the subject company in the past 12 months. ESL or its associates may have managed or co-managed public offering of securities 
for the subject company in the past 12 months. ESL or its associates may have received compensation for investment banking or merchant banking or brokerage services from the subject 
company in the past 12 months. ESL or its associates may have received any compensation for products or services other than investment banking or merchant banking or brokerage services 
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